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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
CHARLES SHABLEY, OF LASALLE, ILLINOIS. 

APPARATUS FOR STORING AND PRESERVING BEER ON TAP. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 514,508, dated February 18, 1894. 
Application filed February 21, 1893, Serial No. 468,97, (No model.) 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, CHARLES SHABLEY, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at La 
Salle, in the county of La Salle and State of 
Illinois, have invented a new and useful Im 
provement in Apparatus for Storing and Pre 
serving Beer when on Tap, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
My invention relates to apparatus for stor 

ing the beer when on tap and its object is to 
preserve the beer from the air and prevent 
the evaporation of its gases and to provide 
for ready and strong flow of the beer when 
being drawn from the vessel, and consists in 
the mechanical elements and combinations 
set forth in the claims hereof. 

Reference will be had to the accompanying 
drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a side view of the machine. 
Fig.2 is a side sectional view. Fig. 3 is a side 
view transversely of Figs. and 2. Fig. 4 is 
a plan of the lifting mechanism on the line 
4, 4, of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a plan of the stop 
catch mechanism. Fig. 6 is a sectional view 
of the went cock. Ag 

In the drawings, “A” designates a cylin 
der, being a chamber large enough to hold 
the contents of a beer keg designated by “B” 
in the drawings. This cylinder is supported 
on a bed frame 'A'.' Over the top of this 
cylinder there is a yoke “A” resting on the 
edges of the cylinder, and fastened down at 
“a' to posts “A” fastened into the bed 
frame at “a.” In the top of the yoke “A” 
there is an aperture through which a piston 
rod “D’ passes. At the bottom of this rod 
“D’ there is a piston “C” which piston “C” 
is composed of a plate “C” screwed to rod 
“D’ at 'C' and above this on the rod “D’ 
there is fastened at “C10 another plate “C’’ 
and between these plates there is a ring 'C' 
carrying packing “C.” There is a little 
space at top and bottom of ring “C” be 
tween the plates “C°’ “C'permitting an ad 
justment by the nut 'C' of the packing 
“C.” In the ring “C8 there is a circular re 
cess “C” extending around the ring and there 
are openings “C” “C” connecting this re 
cess with the space between the plates 'C' 
“C° and ring “C” and in the top plate there 
are holes “C’ opening into the outer air. 
The objects of this construction are to insure 

a perfect exclusion of the air from underneath 
the piston as water is poured on top of the 
plate “C' and fills the interior space be 
tween the plates and the recess “C,' thereby 
aiding in the packing of the piston, as no ex 
cessive pressure is exerted by the piston. In 
the piston rod “D’ there are notches “d' 
into which the pawl “e” operates. The pawl 
“e is pivoted at “e’’ into a lever “E” which 
is pivoted at “E’’ in the yoke “A.” The 
pawl “e' has two engaging points “e” “e' 
to engage the notches “d’ in lifting and in 
lowering the piston. The pawl “e’ is fixed to 
the axis “e' which articulates in the bear 
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ings of the lever “E” and is held in engage 
ment of either point “e''“e' by a weighted 
lever “e’ which revolves on the axis “e'.’ 
In the axis “e' there is a stop “e'' on one 
side only of the axis and the lever “e' has 
two projections “e' “e’’ on its hub, which 
engage the stop “e’ to hold either end of the 
pawl 'e' in engagement with the notches “d' 
of the rod “D.’ The position shown in Fig. 
1, the projection “e’ rests against the stop 
“e,’ but in the dotted position of the same fig 
ure, the projection “e’ rests against the stop 
“e8.’ On the other side of the rod 'D' there 
are notches “d into which a locking bolt “F. 
engages, to hold the rod “D’ in any desired 
fixed position. This bolt “F” is held in en 
gagement by a spring “f” and its outer end 
is beveled to permit it to slip by notches “d' 
in one direction. To the outer end of this 
bolt “F” there is a handle “f’ which, when 
the bolt is drawn back sufficiently for the end 
to clear the notches “d’’ of the rod “ D, 
may be revolved past the end “f” of the 
block ''f'' and lock the bolt “F” out of en 
gagement and the handle “f” may be re 
volved to reverse the bevel of the end of the 
bolt “F” to permit it to slip notches in other 
direction of movement of rod “ D.’ 
On top of rod “D” there is a round pro 

jection “d” on which there is placed when 
desired a weight “W’ shown dotted in Figs. 
1 and 2. Into the bottom of the cylinder “A” 
there are cocks “ G”º “gº “Gº.” “G” con 
nects to a beer fountain not shown. “ G3 is 
a drain cock. “g'' connects a rubber pipe 
“G” which connects a cock “g 
keg “B.” In the top of the beer keg “B” 
there is a went cock 'G' shown in section in 
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opening upward on the inside of the cask. ... 
The desideratum of the whole apparatus is 

the top of the cask out of the openings “g,” 
which if the vent were a straight opening 

... placing the gases of the beer and exposing the 
d 

to trying to prevent. V v. . . . ?? “?: ? .... 

2. The operation of the device is thus: The 
cask of beer “B” is connected up as shown 
with the rubber hose “G” and cocks “g” “G” 

5 “G8’ closed and “g' open, and the piston 
“C” in position shown. The operator then, 

... the air possible out of the rubber pipe “G”. 
collapsing the same. Then he closes the cock 

... 2d 
the piston, thereby expelling all the air pos 
sible from the cylinder and pipes. Then he 

being closed). He lifts the piston again by. 

'B' into the cylinder and when the same is 
drawn he closes, cock ''g'' and puts on his 
tweight “W’ on the rod “D’ and disengages 
the catches “e’ and “F, and connects his 
beer fountain by the cock “G’s and the 
weight on the piston forces the beer out as he 

i draws upon it by the fountain, which opera 

Fig.6, which is provided with openings “g” 

consisting essentially of a cylinder “A,” a 
piston “C,” a piston rod “D, with notches 

would impinge on the surface of the beer, dis-, two engaging points “e '-'e',' and a re- ". 
versible weighted lever “e, for holding 
either engaging point of the pawl 'e, in en- i. 
gagement with the notches “d,” as shown. 

2. An apparatus for the purpose described. . . . . . . 
: Having a cylinder “A” piston “C,” piston ... 

beer to further action of the air, which I am 

by the lever 'E' lifts the piston, sucking all 
3. An apparatus for the purpose deseribed. 

Having the cylinder “A” piston “C, piston 
rod' D, supported at top by yolke “A,” and 
having a locking bolt “F,’ actuated by a . 

closes cock “G8 and opens “g?” “g’’ (“G” 

“g' and opens “G8 and then forces down. 

. . . . . . . . and projection 'f 

the lever 'E' drawing the beer from the cask 

tion of the apparatus excludes the air entirely 
at all times, which is a desideratum, and keeps }; 

his beer under sufficient pressure to flow at all 35. 
times. . . . . . 

: " : " ": - ... What I claim is 

to keep the air from the beer, and as the air. 
5 rushes into the vent “G” it diffuses itself in 

l. An apparatus for storing beer on tap, .. 

“d,’ a lever “E,’ carrying a pawl “e,' having 
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rod. “D, having notches, “d,” in its edges. 
Lever “E, carrying pawl “e, engaging said - 
notches “d, and projection “d on rod D, 
fitted to hold weights thereon, and weights ..., 

so 
“W, as shown. 

spring “f, and having the beveled end “f's 
''f'' arranged as shown, is 

whereby the bolt may be made to lock: the . . 
movement of the piston rod in either direct 6o 
tion, as desired, substantially as shown. . . . . . . . 
3. In witness whereof; I have hereunto sub-gs: . 
scribed my name in the presence of two wit 
nesses. - - - - - CHARLESSABLE_y. 

... Witnesses: . . . . . V ... 
W. E. WILLIAMS, 
E. M. BROWN. . . . . . . . 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


